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ABSTRACT
Taking the theory of motion event introduced by Talmy (2000a&b) into account as well
as adopting the classification of motion verbs of English proposed by Ibaretxe-Antunano
(2006), approved by Ozcaliskan (2004) and Slobin (2000), all of which cited in Cifuentes
Ferez (2007), we made an attempt to examine motion verbs of Persian to see whether the
classification can justify the motion verbs in the language. In pursuit of this goal, we
primarily checked what the aforementioned scholars proposed and then tried to find the
motion verbs. As the aforesaid proposal includes manner verbs, we made a corpus of 100
manner verbs in Persian by extracting them from multiple electronic sources such as Persian
articles in which motion verbs have been categorized as well as Persian corpora. Having
collected the data and semantically investigating them, we put each verb into its relevant
class. Ultimately, such a conclusion was drawn that there are 16 groups of manner verbs in
Persian for two of which Manner is expressed through satellites, whereas for 13 others, it is
stated by verb and for 1 of them, Manner is expressed by a complex predicate the semantic
nature of which is an indication of Manner along with direction and speed, that is to say
Vehicle crash, not specified among the proposed classification.
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1. Introduction
Motion, in physics, refers to the displacement of an object with respect to time. It is,
indeed, the result of force which is in relation to such variables as speed, velocity,
displacement as well as time. Motion is always examined based on a referential point. In
fact, providing no fixed reference does exist, motion cannot be observed. It should be noted
that the way motion is defined in linguistics especially in semantics and typology is to a
great extent similar to what physics presents of the notion. In linguistics, the notion of
motion is looked into from the typological perspective proposed by Talmy (2000a&b) in
which he classifies the languages throughout the world into two broad types such as verbframed and satellite-framed languages. As stated by Talmy, every motion event is composed
of four major as well as two minor components among which Path is considered as the most
important one on the basis of which the languages all over the world are classified. To put it
another way, if Path is encoded on verbs, the language will be regarded as verb-framed,
whereas if the same component is encoded on verb particles or any element other than the
verb, the language will be categorized as satellite-framed (Talmy, 2000b).
There is also a third type introduced by Slobin in 2004, namely equipollently-framed
languages, to refer to those languages which encode Manner and Path equally. Examples of
such languages are Niger-Congo Languages Family, Khmer, Jaminungan and Hokan.
As mentioned earlier, for motion events, there are four core and two subordinate
components. The core components are Figure, Ground, Path and Motion while the
subordinate components are Cause and Manner. By Figure it is meant the entity that moves
with respect to Ground; Ground itself is the entity which Figure is in contact with; Path is
the route passed through by the Figure, and Motion refers to the fact of movement which is
typically reflected in the motion verb. The following example can best illustrate a motion
event where the four abovementioned components have been involved:
(1) The boy made the ball fall into the hole slowly.
According to the definitions of each component, it is obvious that in (1), the ball, the
hole, into, and fall point to Figure, Ground, Path and Motion respectively. Additionally,
there are two other elements in (1)—the boy and slowly—which respectively refer to the
Cause and Manner in a way that it is the boy that causes the ball to fall. Additionally, the
way of movement of the ball into the hole is shown by slowly.
It should also be mentioned that Manner is not only expressed through adverbs but
it is also indicated by the verb itself, as stated earlier about the satellite-framed languages.
For instance, such verbs as jump, crawl, straddle and escape in English are grouped among
the manner verbs of motion. Example 2 displays a motion event where the motion verb is a
combination of two components (Motion + Manner):
(2) The boy jumped over the gutter.
In (2), the boy is Figure, over indicates Path, the gutter is Ground and jumped
simultaneously shows both Motion and Manner of movement.
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As the present study focuses on Persian, it is worth remarking that the language belongs
to neither classification, as Hamedi Shirvan and Sharifi (2013) say; however, it does not
mean that it exhibits no such components as Path and Manner. Instead, it shows, in some
cases, the features of verb-framed languages while in some others, those of satellite-framed
languages, according to them (Ibid).
In addition to the work done by Hamedi Shirvan and Sharifi (2013), there are a number
of other studies carried out in this respect which the next section will refer to.
Now, given the theoretical framework adopted in this research, that is to say Talmy’s
motion event theory (2000a&b) and more the classification proposed by Ibaretxe-Antunano
(2006), the following question would be considerable:
What are the classifications of manner verbs of motion in Persian?
From this part onward, the paper will be organized as follows: The next section will
point to the most remarkable and recent surveys around the motion events in Persian. In the
third section, the method through which the data have been collected and analyzed will be
described. Section four will be allocated to the analysis of data as well as discussion relevant
to them. And finally, the last section will state the concluding remarks particularly with
respect to answering the research question.
2. Literature Review
As specified in the previous section, there are multiple works devoted to the study of
motion events in Persian. Here the most outstanding pieces of research which have recently
been conducted are pointed out.
With regard to the lexicalization of verbs, Azkia and Sasani (2012) have done a piece of
research focusing on the shortcomings of Talmy’s lexicalization patterns (1985). By
analyzing their data, they have concluded that in motion events, two separate approaches are
assumed. One refers to the generic approach which combines core conceptual constituents
in motion verbs and the other refers to the specific approach in which the periphery
conceptual constituents have an effective role in the combination within the motion verbs.
In an article by Eslamipour and Sharafzadeh (2018), motion verbs are comparatively
studied in both Persian and English. They have used a 360-word corpus including 180
English and 180 Persian motion verbs. Through data analysis, they concluded that like
English, Persian has a great tendency towards satellite-framed languages category. Indeed,
satellite in Persian is Manner, whereas the same constituent is Direction in English.
Shah Hosseini et al (2017) have studied the transitivity of Persian motion verbs from the
cognitive linguistics perspective. In fact, they have tried to find answers to the question
saying what the difference is between Figure and Ground with regard to both transitive and
intransitive events. They have finally reached such a conclusion that the object, in transitive
clauses, is typically the reflection of Ground. Moreover, in the causative constructions, it is
the Figure that is displaced. By contrast, in intransitive constructions, subject is the same as
Figure and the intransitive verb depicts the displacement.
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Mesgarkhooei (2014) has made an attempt to find some information about Manner
which is reflected in Persian motion verbs. To reach her goal, she has gathered Persian
motion verbs from one of the major Persian dictionaries to analyze them. Her findings have
shown that Persian motion verbs include 26 types of information about the manner of
motion.
There are also a number of other works in which motion events in Persian have been
looked into from the cognitive linguistic perspective: Seyedan (2019), Akhavan et al.
(2017), Poshtvan et al. (2015), Golfam et al. (2012), Feizabadi and Pado (2012), Babai
(2011) as well as Amouzadeh and Soltani (2011).
In a recent study by Khorvash and Lotfi (2020), the way through which motion events in
Persian are lexicalized by Persian native speakers as well as the model used by them to
encode spatial manner was put forth for discussion. Asking 25 individuals to describe their
observations of optional movements relevant to human and animal on a short film, they
have finally reached such a conclusion that the native speakers of Persian follow a binary
model to describe motion events as a result of which the Persian language can be put into
both verb-framed and satellite-framed languages types.
The most recent studies with respect to the examination of motion verbs in Persian are
two works by Imani and Motavallian in 2020. They have studied the manner verbs within
the theoretical framework of frame semantics (2020a, b). It is worth noting that the two
pieces of research carried out by them have focused on specifying the semantic frames of
the motion verbs in Persian.

3. Method
The current research has been carried out in several phases. In the first phase, the
classification of motion verbs in English, proposed by Ibaretxe-Antunano (2006), was
checked and then, the manner verbs were extracted. The elicited verbs were then looked up
through a couple of English to Persian dictionaries (both in printed and electronic versions)
so that they can be capable of being searched amongst other manner verbs to avoid
repetition. Thereafter, a number of electronic sources such as the Persian Corpus of
Bijankhan were also examined to see if there is any manner verb not included among the
classifications. At the ultimate phase of research conduction, the manner verbs in Persian
were categorized on the basis of their semantic as well as pragmatic aspects to be put into
the classes mentioned earlier.
4. Discussion
In this section, first the classification proposed by Ibaretxe-Antunano (2006) will be
introduced and then, the Persian verbs belonging to each class along with their English
equivalents will be tabulated.
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Table 1. Motion verbs classifications (Ibaretxe-Antunano, 2006)
English
Categories
Categories
Examples
ways of walking;
ways of running;
Motor pattern
Violent motion
ways of jumping
drag; trudge
Forced motion
Unsteady motion
crawl; creep
Furtive motion
Rate
Obstructed
motion
Smooth motion
Leisurely motion
No aim in
motion
Joyful, playful
motion

stumble; trip
glide; slide
hike; trek
roam; saunter

English
Examples
charge; dash
totter; stagger
hurry; dash;
zoom

State of Figure

limp; stroll

Length of steps
Shape of legs
Use of Figure’s
hands

stride; scurry
goosesteps
crawl; climb

scamper; frolic

Now, a brief description relevant to each category is provided so that the concept of each
verb will become more tangible.
As can be seen, the first category refers to Motor pattern, by which it is meant the ways
of walking, running, and jumping. It is obvious that every verb that indicates any form of
walking, running as well as jumping is included in this class. As an example, a situation can
be referred to where the Figure jumps over a gutter or jumps up and down in its place. In
both cases, Figure’s motion is regarded as Motor pattern.
The second category is Forced motion. As the name of the category suggests, the verbs
here points out any displacement requiring some force to be moved forward or backward.
As a result, such verbs as drag and trudge are included in this class.
Clearly, Furtive motion refers to any movement done in a stealthy manner, that is to say
without being seen or heard. Accordingly, such verbs as crawl and creep are to be be put
into this category.
By Obstructed motion, it is meant moving in an unsteady way, hitting one’s foot against
something or putting one’s foot down awkwardly while one is walking or running. Thus,
such verbs as stumble and trip would be considered as the best examples of this sort.
In the fifth category, we face Smooth motion, by which it is meant a kind of movement
softly displaced along a path. Indeed, the motion is most probably without creating sound.
However, it ought to be mentioned that Smooth motion is not necessarily Furtive motion
because the former indicates a soft movement, whereas the latter refers to both soft and
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secret displacement. On that account, such verbs as glide and slide are subsumed in this
type.
In the category called Leisurely motion, the Figure moves in an unhurried, relaxed and
comfortable way. Thus, such verbs as hike and trek are embraced in this category.
No category description is as most conspicuous as No aim in motion, as it appears the
name itself is the best depiction of what the category denotes. The most prominent example
in this case refers to roam, which means the Figure walks with no aim.
The Joyful, playful motion refers to any movement hastily or joyfully done such as
scamper and frolic.
The category named Violent motion comprises any motion with violence, as it suggests.
Therefore, charge and dash are among the verbs in this class.
The Unsteady motion category pertains to shaking or moving in a way over which the
Figure has no control. In this manner, the verb totter, mentioned earlier as an example of
Obstructed motion, can be the best illustration in this type.
By the Rate, we are immediately reminded of speed. Hence, every verb denoting speed
could be put in it. It is worth stating that there are a considerable number of verbs whose
meaning alludes to the rapidity of motion. To name a few, such verbs as hurry, dash, and
zoom can be depicted.
The last four categories, that is to say State of Figure, Length of steps, Shape of legs as
well as Use of Figure’s hands point to the way through which some of the parts of the body
play the role of Cause or any other agent that facilitates the process of movement. For
instance, in the category of State of Figure, such a verb as limp is regarded as one of the best
illustrations, as it well shows in what state or position the Figure is or moves.
In Length of steps, as by length it is meant the distance between the two legs, the
expression stride can best reveal what the category describes and comprises.
It is obvious that by state, in the category of State of Figure, it is meant the physical state
of the Figure. Indeed, such a complex predicate as giʤ rᴂftᴂn (=reel) in Persian can be put
into this class, as it points out a physical status in which the Figure loses its balance, as a
result of which it may totter or fall down.
When it is said Shape of legs, it may mean that the manner of motion is highly dependent
upon the change of the form of the legs while moving. According to Aryanpur Kashani
(1999), the Persian equivalent for goosestep is reʒe rᴂftᴂn bedun-e xᴂm kᴂrdᴂn-e zanu
which means to march without bending knees.
It should be mentioned that the expression reʤe rᴂftᴂn (=parade) is a complex
predicate followed by another expression—bedun-e xᴂm kᴂrdᴂn-e zanu (=without bending
knees)—to indicate the shape of legs. Indeed, the latter expression is considered a type of
adverb of manner indicating the manner of movement while parading. Therefore, for Shape
of legs, no lexical item at least as far as the authors of the current article know, does exist.
Nevertheless, the Persian version of goosestep which is a combination of a compound verb
together with an adverb of manner can be regarded as a verb included by this class.
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The current research findings are composed of motion verbs in Persian which are going
to be looked into on the basis of what stated earlier.
The following table shows each category with the relevant motion verbs in Persian:
Table 2. Persian motion verbs classifications
Categorie
Persian
English
s
Verbs
Equivalents
rah
rᴂftᴂn;
walk; run;
Motor
dᴂvidᴂn;
jump
pattern
pᴂridᴂn
pull; haul;
Forced
keʃidᴂn
drag
motion
Furtive
χᴂzidᴂn
crawl
motion
sekᴂndᴂ
Obstructe
stumble
ri χordᴂn
d motion
Smooth
motion

qᴂltidᴂn

Categorie
s

Persian
Verbs

Violent
motion

hᴂmle
kᴂrdᴂn
lᴂngidᴂ
n

limp

Rate

dᴂvidᴂn

run

State of
Figure
Length of
steps

Shape of
legs

ʃena
kᴂrdᴂn

swim

No aim in
motion

pᴂrse
zᴂdᴂn

wander

Joyful,
playful
motion

rᴂqsidᴂn

assail

Unsteady
motion

slither

Leisurely
motion

English
Equivalents

Use of
Figure’s
hands

giʤ
rᴂftᴂn
goʃad
goʃad rah
rᴂftᴂn
reʒe
rᴂftᴂn
bedun-e
xᴂm
kᴂrdᴂn-e
zanu
χᴂzidᴂn

reel
straddle

gooseste
p

crawl

dance

As shown by Tables 1 and 2, there are 15 categories specified for the motion verbs all of
which are of manner type. According to them, for each category, at least one verb in the two
languages was inserted. However, for one category, namely Shape of legs, no lexical verb
could be found in Persian or at least it might be claimed that as far as the authors know,
there was no lexical verb of manner to be matched with its English pair that is to say
goosestep, mentioned in Table 1. It is also worth saying that not every manner of movement
is expressed via verbs in Persian either. Indeed, there are some adverbs or phrasal structures
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which describe the manner of motion events. As an example, the same verb, i.e. goosestep
in English can be referred to whose equivalents in Persian are not a manner verb but a
combination of a motion verb together with an adverb of manner: aheste qᴂdᴂm zᴂdᴂn
(=to walk slowly) as well as reʤe rᴂftᴂn bedun-e xᴂm kᴂrdᴂn-e zanu (=to march without
bending knees).
As to other categories, it ought to be stated that the number of the verbs in each class was
much more than what has been listed in this paper, but for the sake of saving space and
convenience, solely few verbs were selected to insert. Interestingly, it is worth noting that
some verbs belong to more than one category such as crawl which is listed in the Furtive
motion and Use of Figure’s hands Classes both, as the verb enjoys the characteristics of
motion events in the two aforementioned groups.
Taking the motion components introduced by Talmy (2000b) into consideration, it is
observable that from among the 6 components mentioned in Section 1 almost all of them
can be explicitly as well as implicitly observable in every category. For instance, the verb
hurry in the Rate Class can be pointed to in which Figure is typically a human, Ground is
the place at which Figure is in a hurry to arrive, Path is the way that the human passes
through, Motion is the process of Figure’s movement, Manner refers to the rate of Figure’s
movement, and Cause refers to the entity or agent which has made the Figure move in a
rush.
Another point to note refers to the fact that the classification works for Persian manner
verbs of motion as well, although there are no lexical verbs in Persian to fill in the specific
space in Table 2 for Shape of legs. However, the space can be filled in by such phrases as
aheste qᴂdᴂm zᴂdᴂn (=literally meaning slowly step hit) and reʤe rᴂftᴂn bedun-e xᴂm
kᴂrdᴂn-e zanu (=to march without bending knees) which equal goosestep in English. The
same also holds true for the Length of steps where the manner of movement is indicated by
the adverb goʃad goʃad (=loose loose) alongside the motion verb rah rᴂftᴂn (=walk) which
as a whole means straddle.
Indeed, an example for this category, namely Shape of legs, the Manner component is
encoded on satellite rather than the verb itself.
Additionally, it should be stated that some classifications are absent from what IbaretxeAntunano (2006) has introduced, as there are some verbs in Persian like ʧᴂp kᴂrdᴂn
(=…….) in which the manner of motion is to some extent the same as direction of motion.
In fact, when a vehicle like a car crashes, it will indeed exit from the main path; as a result
of which the car collides with another vehicle or with an object. Therefore, the movement of
a car while crashing is an illustration of its manner of motion which is together with speed
as well. By adopting this claim, a further category might be added to the 15 classes pointed
out before: Vehicle crash.
And the last but not the least is a note on Manner in Persian: the component is expressed
in three linguistic forms in this language: simple verbs like χᴂzidᴂn (=crawl) and lᴂngidᴂn
(=limp), complex predicates like hᴂmle kᴂrdᴂn (=assail) and adverbs of manner like goʃad
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goʃad rah rᴂftᴂn (=straddle). In the case of the last form, adverb of manner is combined
with the complex predicate, i.e. goʃad goʃad (=loose loose) + rah (=way) + rᴂftᴂn (=go).
Referring back to what has already been mentioned about Talmy’s typology of the
languages around the world as well as taking our Persian data into consideration, we can
claim that as Manner in Persian is encoded on verbs and other elements than the verbs,
language might be typologically classified as the one in between verb-framed and satelliteframed languages types with most tendency towards satellite-framed languages.
To sum up, it can be said that the classification proposed by Ibaretxe-Antunano (2006)
works for Persian as well. In addition, there is one more category for Persian, to be precise
Vehicle crash for a verb like ʧᴂp kᴂrdᴂn which equals crash (for car) in English.
Accordingly, the following table depicts the classification for the manner verbs of motion in
Persian alongside the verbs pertaining to each class:

Table 3. Persian motion verbs classifications (The last version)
Categorie
Persian
English
Categorie
Persian
s
Verbs
Equivalents
s
Verbs
rah
rᴂftᴂn;
walk; run;
hᴂmle
Motor
Violent
dᴂvidᴂn;
jump
kᴂrdᴂn
pattern
motion
pᴂridᴂn
Forced
motion

keʃidᴂn

pull; haul;
drag

Furtive

χᴂzidᴂn

crawl

English
Equivalents
assail

Unsteady
motion

lᴂngidᴂ
n

limp

Rate

dᴂvidᴂn

run
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motion
Obstructe
d motion
Smooth
motion

sekᴂndᴂ
ri χordᴂn
qᴂltidᴂn

stumble
slither

Leisurely
motion

ʃena
kᴂrdᴂn

swim

No aim in
motion

pᴂrse
zᴂdᴂn

wander

Joyful,
playful
motion

rᴂqsidᴂn

dance

State of
Figure
Length of
steps

Shape of
legs

giʤ
rᴂftᴂn
goʃad
goʃad rah
rᴂftᴂn
reʒe
rᴂftᴂn
bedun-e
xᴂm
kᴂrdᴂn-e
zanu

Use of
Figure’s
hands

χᴂzidᴂn

Vehicle
Crash

ʧᴂp
kᴂrdᴂn

reel

straddle

gooseste
p

crawl

crash

5. Conclusion
The present research which has been carried out with regard to Talmy’s theory of motion
event (2000a&b) as well as adopting the classification of motion verbs in English proposed
by Ibaretxe-Antunano (2006a) was a descriptive-analytic study whose findings were
analyzed with the help of 100 motion verbs of manner, showing that for each category of the
classification, there is at least one verb in Persian excluding two categories for which no
verb was found. However, the language is not meant to fail to express motion events
relevant to the two categories, but it is able to state them via descriptive phrases or adverbial
elements. Moreover, like English, there were some verbs in Persian which belong to more
than one category such as χᴂzidᴂn (=crawl) which belongs to both Furtive motion and Use
of Figure’s hands Classes. This way, the research question would be answered by claiming
that there are 16 groups of manner verbs in Persian for two of which Manner is expressed
through satellites, whereas for 13 others, it is stated by verb and for 1 of them, Manner is
expressed by a complex predicate the semantic nature of which is an indication of Manner
along with direction and speed. Indeed, it should be stated that according to the definitions
of each class, the verb ʧᴂp kᴂrdᴂn (=crash) fails to be compatible with any of them. In
other words, no class can have such a verb inside. Moreover, given the research questions, it
ought to be mentioned that the criterion distinguishing the manner verbs of motion in
Persian from each other is the semantic nature of the verbs on the basis of which each verb
can be put into a distinct class.
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